Introduction and basic notations
The main goal of this paper is to describe a general method of analytic continuation of meromorphic functions beyond the region in which they are defined by a convergent limit periodic analytic continued fraction. We first consider limit periodic analytic continued fractions of the following special type (/-fraction) (1) f{X) = x + bo-x~TFx-x+~F2-'" '
where an , bn-\ £ C, an / 0 for n £ N and lim"^oo an = 1/4, lim^oo bn = 0.
If, more generally, lim,,-^ an = a ^ 0 holds, then a suitable equivalence transformation and variable substitution reduces (1) to the case a = 1/4. As usual we put for n > 1 (ao := 1), An(X)/Bn(X):= l X + bo-X + bx-X + b2--X + bn-X'
where An , Bn are polynomials in X of degree n -1 and n respectively, which for n > 1 satisfy (2) ( Án+x=(X + bn)An-anAn^x, AQ = 0, Ax = 1, I Bn+\ = (X + b")Bn -a"B"-X, Bo = 1, Bx = X + bo.
It is well known (see [6, 8, 15] Sometimes we also will use the following condition oo (4) £7(K-l/4| + |/3;|)<oc, j=i Now the substitution X = A(co) := (co + co~x)/2, co £ C, co ^ 0, maps 0 <\co\ < I as well as |g>| > 1 conformally onto C* and \co\ = 1 bijectively onto both (upper and lower) boundaries of the cut [-1, 1 ] . We define as inverse function of A(co), (5) co = co(X):=X-(X2-l)x/2 = ((X+l)x/2-(X-l)x/2)2/2, X£C*, where the roots are chosen to be > 0 for X > 1. Then \co(X)\ < 1 holds for X £ C*. Let C** be the complete 2-sheeted Riemann surface obtained by analytic extension of co(X) from C* across [-1, 1] into a second copy of C. Then always \co(X)\ > 1 holds in the second copy of C\ [-l, 1] . In §2, Lemma 1, explicit formulas for An(A(co)), Bn(A(co)) are derived in terms of co, which together with (5) yield an explicit solution of the difference equation (2) . Under the conditions (3) or (4) the asymptotic behaviour of of (1) . If (3) holds for some R > 1, then A(X), B(X) yield the meromorphic extension of f(X) from C* across [-1, 1] into a subregion of the Riemann surface C** of co(X) which is bounded by the ellipse \co(X)\ = Rx/2, or explicitly (6) E(R) := {X £ C: (ReX/(Rx'2 + R'1'2))2 + (\mX/(Rx'2 -R~xl2))2 = 1/4}, whose focal points ± 1 are algebraic branch points of order 1 for f(X). If, in particular, (3) holds for all R> 1, then f(X) can be extended meromorphically onto the complete Riemann surface C**.
In §4, Theorems 3-5, Bn(X), and An+x(X), n > 0, are considered as orthogonal polynomial sequences of first and second kind. Under the conditions (3) with R = 1 or (4) their asymptotic behaviour, as n -► oo, on C* and on [-1, 1] as well as generating functions are derived from the results of §2. The behaviour on [-1, 1] essentially depends on the fact that A(X), B(X) can be extended continuously from C* onto upper and lower boundary of (-1, 1). Applying the asymptotic formulas to a Wronskian-type relation which connects both sequences An , Bn one obtains the identity (52) in Theorem 1. This identity connects an integral representation for f(X), X £ C*, with nontrivial explicit representations for the absolutely continuous parts of the distribution functions for both orthogonal polynomial sequences B"(X), An+x(X), n > 0. The results of Theorems 3-5 generalize and complement results of P. G. Nevai [7] on orthogonal polynomials with real a",b" .
In §5 general limit periodic analytic continued fractions 1 ax(z) a2(z)
(1) F(z) = X(z) + b0(z) -X(z) + bx (z) -X(z) + b2(z) -are considered, where we assume that an(z) ^ 0, bn-X (z), n> 1, and X(z) are holomorphic functions of z on a region GcC, such that lim"_00 b"(z) = 0 and lim"_>0Oa"(z) = 1/4 hold uniformly on each compact subset of G. If, more generally, lim"^00iz"(z) = a(z)/4 ^ 0 holds on G, then an equivalence transformation applied to (7) yields F(z) 1/2 a xax a~xa2 -V2X + a-^2bo -a~V2X + a~xl2bx -a^2X + a~^2b2 -which, except for the first partial numerator arxl2, is a continued fraction of type (7), its value being independent of the chosen branch of a~x¡2. Of course, now lim"_>00a_1a" = 1/4 holds uniformly on compact subsets of C7\{zeros of a(z) } . We now define the open set Here G* = 0 holds iff X(z) is a constant e [-1, 1]. We always assume G* t¿ 0. Then G* is an at most countable union of disjoint regions ^ 0, the components of G*. Under the above conditions on each component of G* the right side in (7) converges and represents a meromorphic function F(z) or tends to oo. In analogy with (3) we assume in this paper that (7) satisfies the condition ta) Y!f=x(\aj(z)-x-l^\ + \bj(z)\)Rj <oo uniformly on each compact subset of G for some fixed R > 1.
Sometimes we also will use the following condition f 10") 2^>%i J(\aj(z) -1/4| + \bj(z)\) < oo uniformly on each compact subset of G.
On each component of G* we define (see (5))
where again (X2 -l)x/2 is chosen to be > 0 for X > 1, X £ C*. Then 0 < \co(z)\ < 1 holds on each component of G*. Let C7** denote the 2-sheeted Riemann surface of co(z) over G, obtained by analytic extension of to from each component of G* across the cut -S into a second copy of G. Thus, whenever z crosses S, co(z) crosses \co\ = 1. Then in Theorems 6 and 7, the main results concerning continued fractions of type (7), F(z) is represented as A(z)/B(z), where the holomorphic functions A, B are obtained from the explicit series representations for A(X), B(X) in §3 by substituting 0/(z), bj(z), X(z) for a¡,bj,X.
In analogy with the results of §3 one obtains detailed information concerning convergence of (7) on G*, divergence on S and meromorphic extension of F(z) from G* across S into G**. If, in particular, (9) holds for all R> 1, then F(z) can be extended meromorphically from each component of G* on which B £0 onto the complete Riemann surface G**. An even more far-reaching main result is obtained in Theorem 8.
Finally, Theorems 6 and 7 will be applied in §6 to general limit periodic
where c", dn-X £ C, c" ^ 0, n > 1, lim,,-^ c" =: c £ C and lim"^oo dn =:
d £ C, such that oo (13) ^2(\cj -c\ + \dj -d\)Rj < oc holds for some R> 1.
In Theorems 9 and 10, the main results concerning continued fractions of type (12) , all possible combinations of c, d £ C are reduced to 6 special cases. In all these cases the divergence line S of (12) and, if (13) holds for some R > 1, the boundary curves S(R) of regions into which meromorphic extension of T(z) across S is possible are described explicitly. The method of meromorphic extension developed in the present paper generalizes and also simplifies a method used by the author in [9, 11] in the special case of (1), where all b" = 0 and in the special case of (12) where all d" = 0.
Another method of meromorphic extension which is entirely different from the one used in the present paper is the general method of "modified" continued fractions developed and investigated in the work of Gill [3] , Jacobsen [4, 5] , Thron and Waadeland [13, 14] .
It seems that, under the assumption ( 13) for some R > 1 , this method so far has only been applied in [14] to the special case of T-fractions (12) where c = d = 1, the result obtained there being identical with the one derived in Theorem 10 below, and to the case, where all dn = 0 and c / 0, when (12) is a regular C-fraction. In this case an explicit formula for the boundary curve S(R) was already given in [9] and is again derived in Theorem 10 for the general case d = 0, c ¿ 0. It seems that the same curve S(R) is obtained in [14] but in an implicit form.
In his Ph.D. thesis [12] Schlierf has applied the method of "modified" continued fractions, under the assumption (13) for some R > 1, to other cases of (12) (essentially d = 1 and c £ R). These results turned out to be not as far-reaching and explicit as the corresponding results of Theorem 10 below. Even in the special case when (13) holds for all R> 1, this method only yields meromorphic extension of T(z) across S into a proper subregion of the complete Riemann surface onto which extension then actually is possible according to Theorem 10.
Further notations, auxiliary formulas and main Lemmas
In order to determine An , B" in (2) explicitly for all n we use the substitution X = A(co) = (co + co~x)/2 and define for n > 0, co £ C, :i4)
Substituting this into (2) and using un := 2bn, n > 0, v" := 1 -4a" or an = (1 -vn)/4, n > 1, we obtain
or with w := co2, co £ C, v0 := 0 ' Cn+X -C" = w(Cn -C"-i) + u"coCn+vnwCn-X, D"+x -Dn = w(D" -/)"_,) + u"coDn + vnwDn_x, Co = D_x := 0, Cx = D0 := I -w . We now want to determine explicitly the two linearly independent solutions Cn , Dn, n > 1, of the difference equation (15) . with jo = k , if r = I. Furthermore, we define (18) or explicitly
Using these notations we will now prove Lemma 1. For all n > 1 C"(co) = S{0n)(co) and for all « > 0 Dn(co) = S{"¡(co)
hold.
Proof. Put tj := coUjCj + wvjCj-X for j > I. Then the first equation of (15) becomes C7+1 -C, = w(Cj -Cj-X) + t¡, j > 1. Summing from /' = 1 to j = n -1 and using C0 = 0 yields Cn = wC"-X +CX+ Y!]Zi tj, " > 2.
Substituting this expression into itself for n-l, n-2, ... yields after k < n-1 steps C" = wkCn_k + l -wk + ¿ZÍ=x wv~x Yl)Zx tj. With Cx = 1 -w we obtain for k = n -1 n-\ n-v n-l n-j Cn = i -wn + y,wv~x E'j■ = i -w" + E'jE^"1 ■ 
For n = 2, tx(l -w)~x = c0,i holds and therefore C2 = S$0 + S{02\ = S{02) follows with (18) . Assume now that for some r > 1 and all n > r,
is already proved. We now consider the second sum only. Here we substitute Because of (24), (25), and (27) (applied to Sj,r.
j > no + 1) here the second
and because of (26) (applied to sum is < 11
SJli-i» ; > "o + 1) the last sum is < 2|1 -w\-rp"0(l)pno+x(l)-■■ p"0+r-i(l) for \co\ < t. For large «o these upper bounds become small uniformly for i S."ILi =Sj,r-i already holds uniformly \co\<t. We now assume that lim,,-ô n \co\ < t for each fixed j > -1. Then for fixed «o also the first sum in the above estimate becomes small for large n . Hence the first limit relation in (c) is proved. In order to prove the second relation we again choose a fixed «o • Then (18), (22) yields for r>0, n > k + r, k > -1,
Finally, using (21), (22), (30) for co = ±1 , a repetition of the proof-idea of Lemma 2(c) with (26), and (27) replaced by (32), and (30) respectively, yields lim"_00L[")r(±l)/« = ^,r(±l) and lim"_>004")(±l)/n = Sfc(±l).
Looking again at (16) and (17) we observe that (33) Ckj(co-x) = wk-jCkj(co) holds for co £ C, co^O.
Consequently S(kn)(co-x) = -wk'"S{kn)(co) holds for co £ C, co + 0, and n > k > -1. In particular k = 0, -1 , and Lemma 1 yield Cn(co~x) = -w~nCn(co), Dn(co~x) = -w """'A, (co), co^O.
For fixed k > -I we now want to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of 5^ for \co\ = 1 as n -> oo .
Using (19) we write for n > k > -1,
where we have defined for n > k >-I, co £<£, where jo = k , if r = I. Then we obtain immediately from (33) Yk(n)(co) = w-kX(kn)(co-x) forallweC, w^O.
Substituting this into (34) yields and hence we obtain the Wronskian-type formula
where l-Vj = 4a, / 0 for j > 1. Since YlJLi \vj\ < °° > limn^oo n"=i(l ~vj) exists ^ 0. Applying Lemmas 3 and 4 for k = 0, -1 and using (38), we obtain the following result on the asymptotic behaviour of Cn(co), and Dn(co) for \co\ = 1 as n -> oo .
Corollary 2. Assume that (3) holds with R = 1. 77ze« the following statements are true.
(a) As n -> oo,
Ao/" uniformly on compact subsets of \co\ = 1, co ^ ±1. //(4) z's satisfied, then C(co), D(co) are continuous for \co\ < 1 and (39) holds uniformly for \co\ = 1.
(h) For all \co\ = 1, to^±l, Next, we will prove that Sk(co) in (22) can be extended analytically from \co\ < 1 onto \co\ < Rx<2, R > 1, provided (3) holds for this R > 1 . Lemma 5 . Assume that (3) holds for some R > 1. Then the following statements are true.
(a) For each k > -I, and r > 0, Sk,r in (21) converges absolutely and uniformly and satisfies
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) For each k > -1, Sk in (22) converges absolutely and uniformly for |<m| < Rxl2. Hence, for all k>-l, and r > 0, Sk,r and Sk are holomorphic for \co\ < Rxl2, continuous for \co\ < Rxl2, and (21), and (22) hold for \to\ < Rxl2. For k = 0, -1, Lemma 5 yields Corollary 3. Assume that (3) holds for some R > 1. Then the functions C(co), D(co) are holomorphic for \co\ < Rxl2, continuous for \co\ < Rxl2, and satisfy
for R~xl2< \co\<Rxl2.
Proof. In order to prove (42) we observe that according to Lemma 5 both sides in (42) are holomorphic for R~xl2 < \co\ < Rxl2 , continuous for R~xl2 < \co\ < Rxl2 , and that equality holds for |<y| = 1 because of (40).
We conclude this section with 3. The main results concerning continued fractions of type (1) In view of (14), (17), (18), and Lemma 1 we immediately obtain explicit formulas representing An(X), and Bn(X) for all n £ N by substituting co(X) from (5) for co in Cn(co), Dn(co). We now assume that (3) 
An+i(x) _ A"(x)
Bn+X(x) Bn(x) (a) The functions A, B in (48) can be extended analytically from C* across U and L (see (49)) onto a subregion (\co(X)\ < Rx/2) of the Riemann surface C** of co(X) (see (5) ) whose boundary on £**(\co(X)\ = Rxl2) lies above the ellipse E(R) (see (6) ). Onto this boundary A and B can be extended continuously. The focal points ±1 of E(R) are first order algebraic branch points for f(X) = A(X)/B(X) in ( holds for all X £ C* which lie inside or on E(R) (i.e., R~xl2 < \co(X)\ < Rxl2), where (X2 -l)xl2 > 0 for X > 1, X £ C*. For X £ U or leL, (53) reduces to (52).
(c) If (3) holds for all R > 1, then A and B can be extended analytically onto the complete Riemann surface C** and satisfy (53) for all X £ C. Then f is a meromorphic function on C**.
Proof, (a) follows from Corollary 3 and Lemma 6 in view of (5), and (48). for all X for which co(X) satisfies the corresponding conditions of Lemma 6.
(b) Corollary 3, (5), and (48) yield Â(X) = 2co(X)-xC(o)(X)~x), B(X) = D(co(X)~x). Then (53) follows from (42).

Applications to orthogonal polynomials
In view of the recurrence relations (2) the sequences Bn(X), An+x(X), n > 0, now are interpreted as two sequences of orthogonal polynomials of first and second kind respectively. Using (14), (5), and Lemma 1, one obtains explicit formulas for Bn , An+X for all n , and all possible complex orthogonal polynomial sequences are obtained in this way.
Assuming that (3) holds with R = 1 or that (4) is satisfied we now are going to apply the results of §2. In the following considerations, Corollaries 1 and 2 and especially (39), (40) in Corollary 2 play a fundamental role. Recall that (40) was obtained via (39) from (38) which is a Wronskian-type relation reflecting the linear independence of the solutions An, Bn, n >0, of (2). We will formulate all results for the sequence B", n > 0, only since analogous results hold for An+X , n > 0 (see Remark 5) . In view of (50), (51), and Theorem 1(b) we define (55) f+(x):=A+(x)/B+(x), f~(x):= A~(x)/B~(x) for-1 < x < 1.
Then (52), and (54) imply (56) 2ni<t>(x) = f~(x) -f+(x) for -1 < x < 1, or by virtue of (50), and (40) iti<j)(cosû) = e'ûC(eiû)/D(e,û) -e-lûC(e-'û)/D(e~iû), for 0 < û < n.
With these notations we obtain and hence (57) follows from (56). Next, using the same idea of proof as in [2, p. 255], we substitute (57) for f(X) into the right integral in (58). Inverting here the order of integration and using Cauchy's integral formula yields the left equality in (58). Substituting f(X) = Am(X)/Bm(X) + ax ■ ■ ■ amX-2m-x + 0(X~2m-2), for X -oo, (see Remark 4 and (5), (14), (48)) into the right-hand integral in (58) yields the second equality for n < m, when the radius of y tends to co (see also Theorem 2.3. in [1] ).
If b" £ M and a" > 0 for n > 0 and if (3) 
7=1
Now (56) holds for -1 < x < 1. In this case we also use the fact that (see (1) (a) For « -» oo and fixed 0 < t < 1 (see (5), (48))
holds uniformly for \co(X)\ < t, i.e., uniformly for X on and outside the ellipse E(r2) in (6), where (X2 -l)1/2 > 0 for X > 1. Here the roots (an+x/an)x/2 were chosen such that lim"^0O(""+1/"")1/2 = 1 . Dividing the preceding result by -4sin2 û \~l"=x( 1 -Vj) yields the first equality in ( Obviously analogous results as stated in Theorems 3-5 also hold for f2, <j>2, and An+X , n > 0.
As an example we consider (1) Remark 6. Assume that (3) holds with R = 1. For \co\ < 1, co ^ ±1, and \z\ < 1 let Gk(z) := Y,T=k+\ Sj^z" be the generating function of the sequence Sk"\ n > k . Using the explicit formula (19) for S^ and interchanging successively the summation with respect to n with all summations in (19) and summing geometric series one obtains the following explicit series representation
which converges absolutely for \co\ < 1, co ^ ±1, |z| < 1 . Moreover,
holds (see (22)). Furthermore, it is easy to see that the series on the right side of (64) converges absolutely if J2°/Lk+i lcfc,7'(<u)z'/'l < °°> especially if |z| < 1, |cd| < 1, and the sequences u¡, Vj in ckj (see (16)) are bounded for j > k > -1. 5. The main results concerning continued fractions of type (7) In order to obtain explicit results on the continued fraction (7) which are analogous to those given for ( 1 ) in §3, we observe that all identities and estimates in §2 remain valid if for a", bn , and X we substitute functions a"(z), bn(z) and X(z), n > 0, having the properties described below (7) in §1. We generally refer to the notations following (7), especially to (8)- ( 11) Assuming that (9) or (10) is valid, again the estimates (26), (27), (30), (41) play a fundamental role. They now depend on z and the series in (25) and (29) converge uniformly with respect to z in compact sets. After having substituted the functions a"(z), b"(z) for the coefficients an, b" , n > 0, in C(co) = So(co) and D(co) = S-X(co) (see Corollary 1 and (22)), we will use the following more detailed notation Then, using co(z) from (11) (68) =2sin,3(z)n(l-^))^0.
= 1
Next we want to define regions Go ^ 0, Go C G* which touch the cut S only "from one side". By this we mean that G0 satisfies (see (49) For R > 1 we define (71) S(R) := X~X(E(R)) c G, where E(R) is the ellipse (6). Theorem 7. Assume that (9) holds for some R > 1. Let G*, be a fixed component of G* and Gq* the largest subregion of G** with G*, c Gq* such that no point ofG*0* lies above S(R) but the boundary dRG*0* :=dG*.*nG** of G*,* on G** lies above S(R) (see (71)).
Then the following statements are true.
(a) The explicit series representations for A, B obtained from (66), (65), Corollary 1 and (22) converge absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of Gq*u8rGq* . Hence, A, B can be extended analytically from Gq across S into Gq* and continuously onto Gq* U ôrGq* having no common zeros there.
(b) The branch points of co(z) in (11) also are algebraic first order branch points for the extended meromorphic function (see (1) 
The main results concerning general F-fractions (12)
We now are going to apply Theorems 6 and 7 to general limit periodic Tfractions T(z) defined in (12) and satisfying (13) . For all pairs c, d £ C we will describe explicitly the cut ScC, being the boundary of the convergence region C\S of (12) and, if (13) holds for some R > 1, we will derive explicit parameter representations for the boundary curves S(R) up to which meromorphic extension of T(z) across S1 is possible. For partial results obtained so far we refer to [4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
Remark 10. If c = 0, then Worpitzky's Theorem (see [6, 8, 15] ) implies that (12) converges and T(z) is meromorphic on C (or C\{-l/d}) incase " = 0 (or d ¿ 0).
Therefore, we will always assume c^O. Next, we have to apply an equivalence transformation to (12) in order to obtain a continued fraction of type (7) to which Theorems 6 and 7 are applicable. If d = 0, then we can assume w.l.o.g. that c = 1/4 (otherwise replace z by z/4c). In this case (12) is equivalent to (z / 0), z~ xl2 cx c2
(73) T(Z)= z-1/2 + ¿oZl/2_2-l/2 + ¿lZl/2_z-l/2 + ¿2Zl/2_-"-Observe, that the value of this continued fraction is independent of the chosen branch of zx¡2 and z~xl2 := (zxl2)~x . We then can apply Theorems 6 and 7 to (73), if we choose a single-valued branch of zxl2 for z £ G := C\L, where L is an arbitrary fixed ray from 0 to oo . Except for the first partial numerator z~x¡2, (73) then is of type (7) with a" := cn, n > 1, bn(z) := dnzxl2, n > 0, X(z) := z~x<2 , z £ G, such that (9) is satisfied on G with the same value of R as in (13) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If d t¿ 0, then we can assume w.l.o.g. that d = 1 (otherwise replace z by z/d). In this case (12) is equivalent to (z ^ 0),
c2/4c -(4cz)-'/2 + "2(z/4c)i/2_""-Again the value of this continued fraction is independent of the chosen branch of (4cz)~xl2 and (z/4c)1/2 := z(4cz)-1/2. We then can apply Theorems 6 and 7 to (74), if we choose a single-valued branch of (4cz)-1/2 for z £ G := C\L, where L is an arbitrary fixed ray from 0 to oo. Except for the first partial numerator (4cz)~x/2 (74) then is of type (7) with an := cn/4c, n > 1, bn(z):=(dn-l)(z/4c)x'2, n>0,
such that (9) is satisfied on G with the same R as in (13) . Observe that here X(l/z) = X(z) and X'(z) ^ 0 for z ^ 1. Always -I £ S holds, since A(-l) = 0.
Altogether we thus obtain the following result. If (12) satisfies (13), then all statements of Theorems 6 and 7 are valid for the special continued fractions (73) and (74). Therefore all statements of Theorems 6 and 7 concerning convergence, divergence, meromorphic extension across S and continuous extension up to the boundary described by S(R) also are valid for the continued fraction (12) and T(z), where now G = C\L can be replaced by C again. What remains to be done in the following theorems is to determine explicitly S in (8) (b5) If d = I, c = \c\eiy with 0 < y < n, then S c S?, where S? := {z = re'¥: r = r(ip) = sin((^ + y)/2)/sin((^ -y)/2), y < ip < 2n -y} is a trigonometric spiral (being independent of \c\). For y < y/ < 2n -y, r(ip) strictly decreases from oo to 0. S is the subarc of S7 which passes through -1 and has the endpoints r(i//o)e'¥o, r(2n -y/o)e~'v'0, where cos \p0 '■= \c\ -\c -I \, y < \po < n (observe \ \c\-\c-1| | < 1, since Imc > 0). If d = 1 and Imc < 0, then a result holds which is symmetric to the previous one.
Proof, (a) Put z = re"", r > 0, y/ £R. Then X(z) = z~xl2 = r-x/2e-^/2 and z e S iff ImA(z) = 0 and |Re/l(z)| < 1, i.e., iff sin^/2 = 0 and r~x/2\cosy//2\< 1. Hence, S = [l,oo).
(b) Solving the equation X(z) = t, i.e., c~xl2(zxl2 + z~xl2)/2 = t, for z yields z = z(t) = (tcx'2 ± (t2c -l)x'2)2 = c(t ± (t2 -c~x)xl2)2. Then S = \z(t): -1 <t< 1} and z(0) = -l.
(bi) If c<0,then z(í) =-(í|c|1/2±(í2|c| +1)1/2)2. Hence, 5" is the closed interval cl" with endpoints z(±l) = -(\c\xl2 ± (\c\ + 1)1/2)2. Next, c> 0 yields z(i) = (tcxl2 ± i(l -i2c)'/2)2, -1 < f < 1. (b2) If 0 < c < 1, then 5e is an arc of the unit circle with endpoints z(±l). (ba) If c = 1, then S is the whole unit circle, since then z(±l) = 1 . (b4) If c > 1, then z(z) describes the whole unit circle for -c~xl2 < t < c-x'2 < l(z(±c-'/2) = 1), and for c~xl2 < \t\ < 1, z(t) = (tcx'2 ± (t2c -l)x'2)2 describes the interval c R+ which intersects the unit circle in z = 1 and has endpoints z(±l).
(ba) In this case we again put z = re"" , r > 0, \p £ K, and then determine S by substituting Here we substitute the value r = r(ip) obtained above and multiply by sin(((í/ + 7)/2)sin((tí/-7)/2)>0.
Then we obtain equivalently (sin((ip + y)/2)cos((H/ -y)/2) + sin((^ -y)/2)cos((^ + y)/2))2 < 4\c\ sin((v/ + y)/2) sin((ip -y)/2) or sin2 y/ < 2|c|(cos y -cos y/). Adding cos2 y/ + \c\2 -2\c\ cos y on both sides yields 1 -2\c\ cos y + \c\2 < cos2 y/ -2\c\ cos y/ + \c\2, or \c -112 < (cos y/ -\c\)2 , or \c -11 < | cos y/ -\c\ |. This is equivalent with cos y/ -\c\ < -\c -11, since cosí// -\c\ > \c -1| cannot hold because of \c\ + \c -l\ > 1 for Imc / 0. Hence, S is the subarc of Sy which is described by cosy/ < \c\ -\c -l\ and y < y/ < 2it -y, or by ^o < ¥ < ^n -¥a » where y/o is the unique solution of cos ^0 -lcl -Ie _ 11 and y < y/o < n (always | \c\ -\c -111 < 1 holds for Imc^O).
For R > 1 we now define r75, a:=(R + R~x)/2, b := (R-R~x)/2, implying a> 1, A>0, 1 ' and a2 -b2 = 1 (see (6) ).
Theorem 10 (Determination S(R)). Assume that (12) satisfies (13) for some R > 1. Then the following statements are true.
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